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Getting Inside the Heads of

Famous People

ELEMENTARY

▲ roots of American culture

SS

1

▲ information about accomplishments
▲ identify individuals
▲ view historic events through
eyes of those who were
there

Kate DelBono

I have developed this research
project from an idea I read about
in the January/February 1996
issue of Instructor. It was in an
article by Tarry Lindquist from
Washington who was named
National Elementary Teacher of
the Year by the NCSS. From her
idea of the billboards, I developed
this into the research project with
the ties to women and African
Americans.

Rye Neck Union Free School
District
F.E. Bellows Elementary School
200 Carroll Avenue
Mamaroneck, New York 10543
(914) 698-6171 FAX (914) 698-7046
Grade 3

S

tudents celebrate Black History Month
and Women’s History month by reading
biographies of notable women and
African-Americans to become more knowledgeable about contributions made by others
in our society, past and present.

Students like knowing what
teacher expectations are from
the start.

Teacher

2

I introduce students to what is a very different
kind of research project for them by explaining
that the research project integrates social studies—the study of people and language arts—
reading, writing, speaking, and listening. We
discuss the fact that in our nation, February is
designated Black History Month and March is
designated Women’s History Month. I display
different biography books. I explain that each
student will choose a person to study and find
a biography from our class, the school library,
the public library, or a bookstore. The African
American or woman that students choose will
be the focus of their project.
Social Studies

“Walk” the class through the Biography Book Project Outline. This outline explains the process of
selecting a book and getting approval. It gives Dates To Remember because the project takes
from early February until the end of March. The outline tells the steps in the reading and note
taking and how the Learning Logs will be used in class. It also explains the project illustration
and the oral presentation parts of the project. Finally, it gives suggestions of people from whom
students may want to select.

Going over this outline helps students comprehend the steps involved and what will be
expected of them in the coming weeks. They become more aware of what their specific tasks are
and when they are due.
Learning Experiences
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In the second year that I did this project I had two students from the previous year visit the
class. I explained to the class that two famous people would be visiting us that morning. I used
this device in order for students to fully comprehend what it means to “get inside the head” of a
historical person. In this project, students write and give the oral report in the first person as if
they are the person who is the object of the report. When the former students visited the class,
they arrived wearing their billboards and they briefly presented oral reports describing impor4

Social Studies

tant events in their lives. I included these special visitors because I find them to be motivational!
Abrief time is set aside for questions and answers.
After introducing the project, I begin a brainstorming discussion about, “What needs to be
included when one writes about a famous person?” Students use their Learning Logs for this
exercise. Elicit a couple of answers from the class, then break them into groups. In small groups
they discuss and record what they think should be included in the biography reports. Then we
join together as a large group and share our results. [If students have difficulty with the brainstorming assignment, share an old biography report with them and analyze it. Look at what the
writer included in his/her report.] Working with the students, develop a list of questions we
have decided are an important part of our research project.

Biography Research Questions
1.

When was he/she born?

2.

Where was he/she born?

3.

What was his/her childhood like?

4.

Who was he/she raised by?

5.

What was he/she interested in when he/she was young?

6.

Where did he/she go to school in K-12?

7.

Did he/she go to school? If so, what did he/she study?

8.

Who or what had a big influence on his/her life?

9.

What did he/she do after college?

10. What was his/her career?
11. What is he/she famous for?
12. Is he/she still living? If not, how and when did he/she die?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Share with students the scoring rubric.
Review the rough draft describing five of the most important events in the life of the person
studied.
Have the students make a billboard or drawing of the person studied in period clothing.
Review the second copy of the report which must be written in the first person.
Review the final written report.
Have class present a play: Biography Billboard. [This is when students give the report on each
person from memory.]

I offer students a selection of biographies written at different reading levels. Then I guide students who are unsure toward appropriate books. Even though all students are expected to
answer the 12 research questions while taking notes in their Learning Log, I find that notes from
students who read and write below grade level are less focused and detailed. Therefore, I meet
with all students throughout their note taking and draft composing stages. This becomes especially beneficial to special education and ESLstudents because they then receive extra help in
focusing on the most important parts of a famous person’s life. In addition, when students finish
their final reports and begin to prepare for their oral presentations, I encourage students who
have difficulty memorizing to shorten their reports. I help them choose what to take out of their
reports.

Learning Experiences
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Social Studies

Learning Experiences
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8

Social Studies

ASSESSMENT
As noted under Procedure above, students were involved in creating the Research Questions.
Students know how they are progressing throughout the unit because they have the list of
Important Dates to Remember, the tasks defined, the paper for their drafts, and the scoring
rubric in individual project folders. They constantly use their folders; they refer to the due dates
and the scoring rubric. By referring to the rubric they always know ahead of time exactly what
they will be graded on. Students also know how they are progressing because they meet with
me regularly, they score themselves on the rubric, and they know what points I give them as
each part of the project is completed.

Assessment

REFLECTION
This has been a highly successful unit in my classroom, much enjoyed by students, and educators and parents are constantly amazed at how much students learn.

Learning Experiences
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...men and women are created equal.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton

COMMENCEMENT

Women’s
Issues in the
Progressive
Era
Jeannette Balantic
Ardsley High School
300 Farm Road
Ardsley, New York 10502
(914) 693-6300
Andrea S. Libresco
Oceanside High School
3160 Skillman Avenue

SS

1

▲ development of American
culture

Oceanside, New York 11572
(516) 678-7532

▲ evolution of democratic values
▲ major themes and developments

Grade 11

▲ analyze historical narratives

10

SS

▲ disparities between civic
values expressed/evidenced

5

▲ citizens influence public
policy
▲ democratic principles used
to resolve issues

Nursing is love in action, and
there is no finer manifestation of
it than the care of the poor and
disabled in their own homes.
Lillian D. Wald

Social Studies

S

tudents explore social, economic, and political conditions of late 19th/early 20th century American women
and the remedies they sought to improve these conditions. In addition, students assess condition of women today:

• political:
Students analyze suffrage documents (political cartoons, suffrage songs, Seneca Falls Declaration of Sentiments,
letters/speeches of Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, video excerpts contrasting the tactics of moderate
Carrie Chapman Catt and radical Alice Paul). Teacher and
students together create a continuum of possible tactics
reformers might employ. Students create biographical poems
and political cartoons depicting reformers and their methods.
After listening to and viewing student-created biopoems and cartoons, the class then places actual reformers on the
continuum.

Bloomers, by Rhoda Blumberg
“The Story of an Hour,” by Kate Chopin
“Fern Leaves” from Fanny’s Portfolio, by Sara
P. W. Parton
Bread Givers, by Anzia Yezierska
A Century of Women, video by Ted Turner,
excerpts on Triangle Fire, Lawrence Strike
and M. Sanger One Woman One Vote, PBS
video, excerpt on Alice Paul
Songs of the Suffragettes, cassette by The
Smithsonian Institution

Seals, bears, reindeer, fish, wild game in the national parks...all
found suitable federal protection; but not the children of our race
and their mothers?

Florence Kelly

Learning Experiences
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• economic:
Students analyze documents on conditions of women in the paid labor force and the actions
they took to improve wages and conditions (documentary photo aids, songs such as “Bread and
Roses” and “Rebel Girl,” video excerpts of the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire and the Lawrence
Strike, and artwork such as Ralph Fasanella’s “The Lawrence Strike” and “Working at the Mill”
union pamphlets). Students then compose their own songs, editorials, speeches, political cartoons, diary entries, and testimonies to Congress reflecting their research.

12

Social Studies

• social:
Students analyze documents on women’s quality of life in marriage and family and the actions
they took to improve it (Lucy Stone and Henry Blackwell’s “Wedding Vows,” Kate Chopin
works, video excerpts on Margaret Sanger, the Comstock Law, Bloomers picture book in-class
demonstration follows on wearing long skirt and corset while carrying a baby and a lantern, pictures depicting the “cult of domesticity,” advice columns of Fanny Fern). Students then assume
the perspective of late 19th/early 20th century women to compose letters to Fanny Fern about
their plight. Students swap letters and respond assuming the persona of Fanny Fern.

• follow-up:
Teacher leads students in
discussion of assessing the
current political, economic,
and social conditions of
women from different
classes (number of registered voters; representation
in Congress; wages, promotion rates, and job
opportunities compared to
men; status of reproductive
freedom; contemporary
Supreme Court decisions;
and household responsibilities of men and women).

Learning Experiences
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ASSESSMENT
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•

Students research the life and achievements of a progressive reformer (many of whom
are women) to complete a biographical poem.

•

Teacher provides an array of assessment opportunities for students to exhibit knowledge of economic, political, and social issues (speeches, poems, political cartoons, letters, diary entries, songs).

Social Studies

The biopoems, political cartoons, songs, diary entries, poems, and letters:
•

illustrate major developments in women’s struggles for economic, political, and social
equality.

•

demonstrate analysis of primary source documents including the Declaration of
Sentiments and a variety of songs.

•

explore the disparity between the ideals of the Constitution and the reality of daily life:
for poor, middle, and upper class women. Explore how Stanton, Anthony, Paul, and
Sanger influenced public policy.

Learning Experiences
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INTERMEDIATE

USA’s Involvement
in Conflicts in
the 20th Century:

SS

1

▲ investigate key turning
points
▲ international politics
▲ information about achievements/contributions

Sauquoit Valley Central Schools

▲ classify major developments

Sulphur Springs Road

▲ compare/contrast different
interpretations

SS

2
SS

3

Gloria Petrie

▲ study major turning points

Sauquoit Valley Middle School

Sauquoit, New York 13456
(315) 839-6371

Grade 8

▲ investigate roles/contributions of individuals/groups
▲ different interpretations of
events/themes

▲ map information
▲ present geographic information

The final activity was developed during an
Inservice Day with the assistance of the
Library Media Specialist and a Language Arts
teacher. The entire unit takes 8-9 weeks. This
final project activity takes approximately 1 1/2
to 2 weeks.

Integrates technology and research
skills. A lesson for the 21 st century.
16

Social Studies

Learning Experiences
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In addition to the social studies standards, the project also focused on research skill including
some use of the Internet; reading, writing and organizing skills; map skills (using the computer
graphics when available); and the use of specific software. The research skills; co-operative
skills, understanding of the significance of a war or person or issue; map skills, writing and editing; and effective use of software (either as a screen show or a publication) are basic to this unit.

18

Social Studies

The student productions were displayed during a Conflict Revelation Day a day in which the
community was invited to come to school to see the students’ work.
Students work hard, assist each other, and learn from each other They develop team decision
making and problem-solving skills. Because each product is unique, they develop a pride of
ownership in their own production. Students learn social studies content, research and technological skills, writing, and team skills.
Students receive a Student Computer Manual and an outline of the project. There are 45 computers available for the students in my classroom, three in another class, five to six in the Computer
Lab that can handle Publisher and Powerpoint, and seven in the LMC. There is one Internet connection and several networked to CD’s for research in the Lab and LMC. There is a printer for
student use in each location. The current arrangement is manageable but can become hectic as
teachers have to move from one location to another as needed.

Learning Experiences
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Social Studies

ASSESSMENT

Assessment

During the lessons of the conflict unit preceding this activity, students are assessed by means of
two to three objective tests, writing samples focusing on critical thinking with factual support,
on writing skills, logic in cause and effect, and compare and contrast graphic organizers.
The social studies content is being stressed because of the increasing focus on “using accurate
factual supporting detail” as the basis for critical thinking and writing in any content area.

REFLECTION
Students “grades” tend to narrow-less A+’s and less D’s and F’s. Students are just learning that
part of their academic assessment includes the application of their knowledge, not just rote
memory. So, for those who have done well by simply memorizing and “spitting back,” it takes a
few of these performance activities for some of them to adjust and demand of themselves the
quality needed for the A+. On the other hand, those who have had difficulty simply memorizing, etc., find that they can be quite successful in this type of activity, and often, I find that they
really excel in use of technology as one means of learning and producing.
The flexibly of the topics and the “role playing” nature of the topics did promote a more
“authentic” activity. The expectation is that students will continue to become more independent
in their learning and in their production. And they did.
Note: This type of performance activity does not necessitate the wide use of computers.
Students could develop hand written/hand drawn productions such as brochures, manuals,
articles. Or, they could audio tape “radio broadcasts” rather than a screen show.

Learning Experiences
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Social Studies

